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Note: Attempt all questions as instructed. Question No.1

carries 20 questions of objective type/multi-choice.

Write the most appropriate answer carrying 1 mark
,~

iO. I.
each. Base the answers of value4aseg"qllestions on

the prescribed text only.

1. The'question carries two parts. Attempt both parts.

10x2=20

Select the most appropriate option out of the

following questions. Attempt all : 1xl 0= 10

(a) Technical communication stands for which of

the following?



f1' ,.' (ii) Communicationwith another person

(iii) Communication of the individual with
'.

-t
(c) Downward communication is me.~t for wllich



individual

(ii) Deficiencies/shortcomings of other

persons

(iii) Deficiency/shortcoming of one person

with other person.

(e) Limited. vocabulary affects which type of

communication?

f1' t',· (i) Interpersonal communication

•. (ii) Intrapersonal communication

(iii) Official communication.
~;~

(f) Fear of superiors IS related to j.vhich~ffthe
fl" . .: •• • ~

following?

(i) , Intrapersonal barriers to communication

(ii) Organizational barriers to communication

(iii) Interpersonal barriers to communication .
.'

(g) Give the antonym ofthe word Glorious:

(i) Splendid

(ii) Elegant

(iii) Wretched.



(h) Give the synonym ofthe word Shine:

(i) Sparkling

(ii) Magnificent

(iii) Pompous.

(i) Demi -official letter stands for which of the

following?

(i) Personal letter

(ii) Letter of attorney
~ It ~ (iii) Semi-official letter...

following?

(i) Paramilitary forces

(ii) Metalinguistic features

(iii), Non-verbal vocal signals/signs.



distancing ofthe speaker with audience ..- ..Y-0 ••



2. . The question carries three parts. Attempt any two as

directed: IOx2=20

Part-A

Give the meaning of following pan of

homophones and use them In statements.

Attempt all :

(a) Precedent, President

(b) Descent, Dissent

(c) Cereal, Serial

(d) Counsel, Council

(e) Site, Cite.

Give one word substitutes of the following:

Ix5=5

(a) Belonging to all parts of universe

(b) Fond of entertaining guests

(c) Fond of company of others



(d) One who knows many languages.

(e) One who hates women.

communication ? Why is simplicity more..~... .

essential than sonorous and figurative style in..
technical writing? Elucidate.

(ii) Define the deductive method of paraf[aJ2.h
.~.

writing and show its relevance for sc'ier&t1c

(i) What are intrapersonal barriers to commUnI-

cation? Describe briefly.



(i) What is difference between resume and c.v. ?
f1' •••

Draft a resume for your suitable placement in a..

(ii) What are features of a technical style? \\fhat care"



(v) Draft a letter of Adjustment against reasonable

claim of a buyer demanding compensation for 10

~ t'· 'computer systems ordered by him. Invent

•.details.



(ii) Intonation and voice-modulation

(iii) Articulation and pronunciation.

Attempt any two questions of the following: 5x2= 10

(i) What is the utility of audience-analysis for

effective presentation?

f/I ~ii) What do you mean by pitch in speaking? How

could it lead to rhythmic impact on the

audience? Illustrate briefly.

(iii) What is proxemlcs ? What .is ~its use III

presentation strategies? Elucidate.



5. Attempt any two questions out ofthe following:

lOx2=20

(i) Give a critical analysis of the statement of
9,' ..

Aldous Huxley that "the purity of scientific•.
language is not the same as the purity ofliterary

language" inhis essay entitled The Langmlge'of
. ....~~ ·~




